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My product should be perfect… 

I’M NOT GOING TO 
release/develop a feature/commit 

before I am sure it is perfect.



My product should be perfect… 
And this release/feature/commit 

moves me 

ONE STEP CLOSER 
to this perfect result.



NEGATIVE POSITIVE
My product should be perfect… 

I’M NOT GOING TO 
release/develop a feature/

commit before I am sure it is 
perfect.

My product should be perfect… 
And this release/feature/

commit moves me 

ONE STEP CLOSER 
to this perfect result.



One of the 
basic rules of the universe 

is that nothing is perfect. 

PERFECTION 
simply doesn't exist

“
”— Stephen Hawking —
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… your success is 
DUE TO LUCK/TIMING/ETC.

YOU 
THINK 
THAT

… others might discover that 
YOU ARE NOT AS SKILLED 

as they think you are

… others are 
MORE INTELLIGENT THAN YOU



You think, ‘Why would anyone 
want to see me again in a 

movie?’ And I don’t know how 
to act anyway, so why am I 

doing this?

“
”



You think, ‘Why would 
anyone want to see me 
again in a movie?’ And I 

don’t know how to 
act anyway, so why am 

I doing this?

“
”— Meryl Streep —

389 nominations, 156 wins, 3 Oscars as Best Actress 
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I always feel like something of 
an impostor. I don’t know what 
I’m doing. […] I’m not a writer. 

I’ve been fooling myself and 
other people

“
”



I always feel like 
something of an 

impostor. I don’t know 
what I’m doing. […] I’m 

not a writer. I’ve 
been fooling myself 
and other people

“
”— John Steinbeck —

27 books, Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, Nobel Prize in Literature 
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I still doubt myself every single 
day. What people believe is my 
self-confidence is actually my 

reaction to fear.
“

”



I still doubt myself 
every single day. 

What people believe 
is my self-

confidence is 
actually my 

reaction to fear.

“
”— Will Smith —

6 American Music awards, 4 Grammys, 2 Oscar nominations as Best Actor
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The trouble with the world is 
that the stupid are cocksure 
and the intelligent are full of 

doubt.
“

”— Bertrand Russell —



IMPOSTRISM

… is, for many people, a natural 
symptom of 

gaining expertise“
”— Pacific Standard Magazine —



EMBRACE 
IMPOSTRISM



MEASURE YOURSELF WITH 

YOUR 
OWN 
YARDSTICK



COMMUNICATE 
YOUR 
FEARS
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LONG HOURS ONCE? 
REGULARLY? 

DID IT WORK?



LONG HOURS



LONG HOURS
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Busy? 
YES! 
Productive? 
UH OH…
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LONG HOURS 
to achieve more

ERRORS

lack of 
ACCOMPLISHMENT



LONG HOURS 
to achieve more

ERRORS

lack of 
ACCOMPLISHMENTSTRESS
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1,600 
EVERY DAY
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• Amygdala region is 
increased 

• Thinning of prefrontal 
cortex 

• Shrinking of hippocampus

STRESS TO BRAIN

— according to geeky research —



• Premature ageing of our 
brain 

• Significant drop in 
learning abilities 

• Weakened memory

— according to geeky research —

STRESS TO BRAIN



• Premature ageing of our 
brain 

• Significant drop in 
learning abilities 

• Weakened memory

— according to reality —

MENTAL 
DISABILITY

STRESS TO BRAIN



133 
NOBEL LAUREATES

35 
BILLIONAIRES

HARVARD 
UNIVERSITY 

EST. 1636



133 
NOBEL LAUREATES

35 
BILLIONAIRES

HARVARD 
UNIVERSITY 

EST. 1636







96% 
RETURNS



College can help you learn 
HOW to think, more than 

WHAT to think.“
”— Drew Faust —

The President of Harvard University

SLOW LEARNING



        return path.slice(0, dotIndex);  
  }, 
  isDeep: function (path) { 
    return path.indexOf('.') !== -1;  
  }, 
  isAncestor: function (base, path) { 
    return base.indexOf(path + '.') === 0;  
  }, 
  isDescendant: function (base, path) { 
    return path.indexOf(base + '.') === 0;  
  }, 
  translate: function (base, newBase, path) { 
    return newBase + path.slice(base.length);  
  }, 
  matches: function (base, wildcard, path) { 
    return base === path || this.isAncestor(base, path) || Boolean(wildcard) && this.isDescendant(base, path); 
  } 
};Life.Base._addFeature({ 
  _prepAnnotations: function () { 
    if (!this._template) { 
      this._notes = []; 
    } else {  
      var self = this;  
      Life.Annotations.prepElement = function (element) { 
        self._prepElement(element);  
      }; 
      if (this._template._content && this._template._content._notes) { 
        this._notes = this._template._content._notes;  
      } else {  
        this._notes = Life.Annotations.parseAnnotations(this._template); 
        this._processAnnotations(this._notes); 
      } 
      Life.Annotations.prepElement = null;  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Impostor phenomenon: embrace impostrism

Long hours: slow down
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Perfectionism: negative to positive
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THANK YOU
Fonts:  Unkempt (by Slideshow); 

    Open Sans (by Steve Matteson) 
Music: “La petite fille de la mer” (by Vangelis) 

  “Je Suis Seul Ce Soir” (by Swing 41) 
Video: Silicon Valley, S03E06 (by HBO) 

Illustrations: Yes, those are mine :)
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